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IMPAIRMENTS DUE TO INJURY 
BY CLASS AND TYPE OF ACCIDENT 
SELECTED FINDINGS 
Data collected in the Health Interview Survey 
during tk 2-year period, July 1959 through June 
1%1, show t.kt10,670,000 of the 28,167,000 im­
pairments in the civilian, noninstitutional popula­
tion were due to injury. This number represents 
approximately 38 percent of all impairments, or 
a prevalence rate of 60.5 impairments due to 
injury per 1,000population. 
About 1 out of every 3 impairments due to 
injury resulted from an accident while the person 
was at work, and approximately 1 out of 6 resulted 
from a moving motor-vehicle accident. 
Impairments due to injury 
Number in Percent
Class of accia%nt 
thousands distm”bution 
Total ------------ 10,670 100.0 
Movfng motor vehicle- 1,646 15.4 
While at work 3,516 33.0 
Home 2,989 28.0 
other 2,519 23.6 
This w was pmpor.d by Gsmldine A. Ghoson of the Dki­
sios of Hgo/ih Muvkw Stdfstics. 
Approximately 27 percent of the impairments 
due to injury resulted from accidents described as 
falls. About 46 percent of the impairments result­
ing from accidents in the home were due to falls. 
More than one-fourth of the impairments due 
to injury while the person involved was at work 
resulted from accidents related to machinery in 
operation. Other types of work accidents that con­
tributed to chronic impairment were falls on 
stairs, steps, or from a height, being struck by a 
moving object (other than vehicle), and one-time 
lifting or exertion. 
Injury resulting from moving motor-vehicle 
accidents was reported as the cause of impair­
ments of limbs, back, and trunk (except paralysis 
or absence) in 1,390,000, or 18.5 percent, of the 
estimated 7,518,000 impairments of these parts of 
the body. Falls classified as having occurred on 
stairs, steps, or from a height, and those classi­
fied as all other falls, contributed equally to im­
pairments of limbs, back, and trunk with each 
classification accounting for about 18 percent of 
these impairments. 
Approximately 3 out of 5 of the impairments 
of limbs, back, and trunk, commonly known as 
orthopedic defects, resulting from injuries in the 
home were due to falls. Work accidents named 
most frequently as the cause of orthopedic defects 
included machinery in operation, one-time lifting 
or exertion, and falls on stairs, steps, or from a 
height. Work accidents involving lifting or exertion 
accounted for more than one-third of the orthope­
dic defects involving the back or spine. 
1

SOURCE OF DATA 
The information contained in this report is 
based on health interviews conducted by the 
Health Interview Survey as a part of the National 
Health Survey. The survey is continuous, each 
week covering a sample of the civilian, non-
institutional population of the United States. Dur­
ing the 104 weeks covered in this report, inter-
views were conducted in about 76,000 households 
comprising 250,000 persons. 
A further description of the statistical design 
of the survey, the methods of estimation, and the 
general qualifications of the data obtained from 
surveys is presented in Appendix I. Since all of 
the data included in this report are estimates 
based on a sample of the population rather than on 
the entire population, the y are subject to sampling 
errors. While the sampling errors for most of the 
estimates are of relatively low magnitude, where 
an estimated number or the numerator or denomi­
nator of a rate or percentage is small, the sam­
pling error may be high. Charts from which 
approximate sampling errors may be estimated 
and instructions for their use are contained in the 
section “Reliability of Estimates” in Appendix I. 
Definitions of certain terms used in this 
report are explained in Appendix II. Since many 
of the terms have specialized meanings, it is 
suggested that the reader familiarize himself 
with these definitions. 
The sections of the survey questionnaire 
shown in Appendix 111that apply to data presented 
in this report include the “illness-recall” ques­
tions (11- 17), with the checklists of chronic con­
ditions and impairments (cards A and B) used for 
questions 16 and 17. If, from information recorded 
in Cols. D-1 and D-2 of table I, it was found that 
a reported impairment was due to injury, addition­
al information about the injury and the type of 
accident causing it was recorded in table A of the 
questionnaire. 
An earlier report published by the U.S. Na­
tional Health Survey—Selected Impairments by 
-Etiology and Activity Limitation: United States, 
July 1959-Jwne 1961, Series B, Number 35—in-
cluded data on selected types of impairments 
according to the etiological factors responsible 
for the impaired condition and the degree of 
activity limitation caused by the impairment. The 
present report is based on the same period of data 
collection, but deals principally with impairments 
due to injury. Although it has not been possible to 
show the same amount of detail because of the 
magnitude of sampling error, the classification 
system by type of accident causing the injury is 
the same as that used in the report on current 
injuries entitled, Persons Injwed by Detailed 
Type and Class of Accident: United States, July 
1959-June 1961, Series B, Number 37. In fact, the 
present report covers the long-range effects of 
injury, and, even though the estimates shown are 
not additive to those presented in the report on 
current injuries (Series B, No. 37), they do, in a 
sense, supply the information on the residual 
aspect of injury which is necessary for a complete 
appraisal of the total effects of injury in the pop­
ulation during the period under consideration. 
Since the primary purpose of this report is to 
assess the relative importance of various types of 
accidents leading to chronic impairment, most of 
the tables are presented in terms of percent 
distributions based on impairments due to injury. 
Appropriate estimates are shown in table 11 for 
users of the data who may wish to compute’ rates 
based on the population. 
IMPAIRMENTS DUE TO INJURY 
Of the estimated 28,167,000 impairments 
present in the civilian, noninstitutional population 
during the period July 1959-June 1961,10,670,000, 
or 37.9 percent, were due to injury. This repre­
sents a rate of 60.5 impairments due to injury 
per 1,000 persons in the population (table 1). 
Impairments described as absence of fingers or 
toes and absence of major extremities showed 
the highest percentage due to injury, and the 
prevalence of impairments of this kind due to 
injury amounted to 10 per 1,000 population. 
Impairments of the limbs, back, and trunk (except 
paralysis or absence), usually referred to as 
orthopedic defects, accounted for two-thirds of the 
impairments due to injury. Displacements of 
intervertebral disc, commonly called “disc con­
ditions,” are not included in the impairment 
category. 
Approximately 1,894,000, or 17.8 percent, of 
the 10,670,000 impairments due to injury were 
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serious enough that theperson involved could not “orthopedic impairment” due to injury. Home 
pursue the major activity for his age-sex group— accidents were responsible for 40.5 percent of the 
e.g., working, keeping house, or going toschool— visual impairment and 34.2 percent of the im­
or was limited in amount or kind of major activity pairments of shoulder or upper extremity. Work 
(table 2). The rate of activity limitation affecting accidents, responsible for one-third of all’ im­
major activity was highest among persons im- pairments due to injury, accounted for more than 
paired by complete or partial paralysis due to half, 55.8 percent, of the impairments described 
injury. However, orthopedic defects made up 86.5 as absence of fingers or toes, and for 39.8 per-
percent of the impairments due to injury causing cent of the cases of absence of major extremity. 
limitation of major activity. A few of the impairments shown in figure 1 
About 1 out of every 3 impairments due to were due to accidents that could be classified in 
injury resulted from a work injury. The proportion more than one type of accident. For example, a 
of impairments attributed to injury in the home moving motor-vehicle accident that happened 
was slightly lower with 28.0 percent of all im- while the person was at work could be classified 
pairments due to injury (table 3). as a moving motor-vehicle accident and also as a 
From figure 1, in which the distribution of work accident. In figure 1, such accidents were 
selected types of impairments due to injury is included in appropriate categories; this procedure 
shown by class of. accident, it is evident that slightly reduced the percent of impairments due 
moving motor-vehicle accidents were responsible to other than moving motor vehicle, work, or 
for approximately one-fourth of the paralysis, home accidents. The “other” category consists of 
impairments of back or spine, and multiple accidents occurring at school, places of recre -
IMPAIRMENTS 
0 2,0 4,0 6,0 8,0 Ioq 
............ ................... 
Visual 
impairments . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28.1 ...................... .......... ... . 
Hearing 
impairments . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paralysis (partial 
ar complete) . . . . . . . . . . . GLASS OF ACCIDENT 
Moving 
Absence af fingers 
2.6 motar vehicle ar toes . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
While at wark 
Absence af. major 
extremities . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Home . . . . . . . 
Impairmenfsiof .. .bock orsplne . . . . . . . . . . . 
Other . . . . . . . :.:,:,:.:.:.:.:.:.: ......... 
lmpairmentslaf upper 
extremity ond shaulder. . . . 
lmpairment51 af lower . . . . . . .extremity and hip 
Oiher and multiple impoirmentsl 
af limbs, backl and trunk . . 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION‘Except paralysis ar obsence 
Figure 7. Percent d{stributian of selected impg irmerrts due ta injury, by class of accident. 
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ation, public places, and a few mishaps for which 
the class of accident could not be ascertained. 
Accidents in which nonmoving motor vehicles 
were involved, exclusive of those occurring at 
home or “while at work,” would also be classified 
in the “other” category. 
TYPES OF ACCIDENTS CAUSING 
IMPAIRMENT 
Of the impairments due to injury, 27.3 per-
cent resulted from accidents described as falls— 
on -stairs, steps, from a height, or on the same 
level. While this type of accident occurs frequently 
in all of the age groups shown in table 4, the 
proportion of impairments due to falls ranged from 
21.7 percent among persons 15-44 years of age to 
38.6 percent among persons 65 years of age and 
older. 
Moving motor-vehicle accidents were re­
sponsible for 15.4 percent of the impairments due 
to injury. In an earlier report—Disability Days 
Due to Injwy: United States, July 1959-June 1961, 
Series B, Number 40—it was pointed out that 
moving motor-vehicle injuries accounted for 22.7 
percent of the total bed-disability days due to 
injury, even though they represented only 6 per-
cent of the persons injured during the year. The 
high percentage of impairments due to injury 
attributable to moving motor-vehicle accidents is 
added evidence of the serious disability resulting 
from this type of accident. 
Estimates shown in tables 5 and 6 indicate 
that the types of accidents in the home that 
lead to impairment are distributed differently 
from those occurring “while at work.” Of the 
home injuries causing impairment, 46.0 percent 
were described as falls. The proportion of impair­
ments due to falls in the home increased with age, 
representing 63.2 percent of the impairments due 
to injury among persons 65 years of age and older 
(fig. 2). 
Of the impairments due to injury sustained 
while at work, 26.5 percent resulted from acci­
dents involving machinery in operation (table 6). 
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Figure 2. Percent distribution of impaimrnfs due fa iniery in the 
home atfribufsd fa falls, by age. 
to impairment were descrikd as frills on stairs, 
steps, or from a height, struck by moving object, 
and one-time lifting or exertion. 
TYPES OF IMPAIRMENTS 
DUE TO INJURY 
Estimates shown in mble 7 describe, in as 
much detail as the magnitude of sampling error 
permits, the types of accidents that lead to im­
pairments other than those classified as _­
dic defects, which are shown in other tables. 
Visual impairments due toinjurywere caused 
most frequently by accidents classified as “foreign ‘ 
body in the eye” and “struck by moving object.” 
Visual impairment, as usedin this report, includes 
all degrees of chronic or permanent visual 
difficul~, excluded are refractive errors which 
have been corrected to such an extent that they 
do not cause visual trouble. 
-------------
---------------
Table A. Impairments described as absence of extremities due to work accidents involv­
ing machinery in operation: United States, July 1959-June 1961 
Type of impairment Due to work Involving machinery,in 
Absence of major extremities 
Absence of fingers or toes 
The high percentage of hearing impairments 
rem.dting from “uncontrolled fire, explosion, or 
discharge of firearm” is probably due to the 
inclusion’of persons who are deaf, either totally 
or partially, because of exposure to explosion or 
detonation of firearms in war or war-related 
activities. This inclusion also explains to some 
extent the high percentageofhearingimpairments 
due to other than home, work, or moving motor­
vebicle accidents (fig. 1). Injury isnotconsidered 
as the etiology of hearing impairment resulting 
from continual exposure to noise, such as that 
experiencedby some occupational groups. 
Accidents involving machinery, in operation, 
including nonmotor vehicles, were the principal 
cause of impairments described as absence of 
major extremities and absence offingers or toes 
(table A). The 47,000 impairments (24.0 percent) 
classified as absence ofmajorextremities related 
to injury resulting from uncontrolled fire, explo­
sion, or discharge of firearm include, as in the 
case of hearing impairments, those duetowarand 
war-related injuries (table 7). 
Moving motor-vebicleaccidents are one of the 
principal causes of injuries leading to orthopedic 
impairment (table 8). Injury sustained in this 
type of accident was reported as the etiology in 
18.5 percent of all orthopedic defects, in 22.6 
accidents operation 
Number in thousands Percent 
78 46 59.0 
833 562 67.5 
percent of those affecting the back or spine, and 
in 26.5 percent of those affecting multiple sites. 
Falls classified as those on stairs, steps, or from 
a height (1 8.0) and those classified as all other falls 
(17.6) contributed equally to orthopedic impair­
ments. Of the impairments of back or spine, 19.9 
percent were due to one-time lifting or exertion. 
This percentage reflects the frequent occurrence 
of back impairments 
curring in the home, 
injuries, 36.0 percent 
Of the orthopedic 
home injuries, 59.9 
resulting from injuries oc-
23.0 percent, and from work 
(tables 9 and 10).1 
impairments attributable to 
percent were described as 
falls. Falls on stairs, steps, or from a height 
were named more frequently than other falls, 
particularly as a cause of impairment of the back 
or spine. Of the impairments involving upper 
exmemity and shoulder, 9.6 percent resulted from 
home injuries incurred from machinery in oper­
ation, and 17.9 percent were attributed to miscel­
laneous accidents, consisting principally of ac­
cidents involving cutting or piercing instruments, 
or contact with hot objects or open flame. 
Machinery in operation, falls on stairs, 
steps, or from a height, and one-time lifting or 
exertion were the types of work accidents named 
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Table 1. Average preva.ence of impairments, number, percent, and rate per 1,000 population of im­

pairments due to injury, by type of impairment: United States, July 1959-June 1961

[Data are basedonhouseholdinterviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, gsneral qualifications, andinfonnation 
onthereliability of theest,imat,es aregiven in Appendix I. Definitions oftems aregiven in Appendix~] 





Type of impairment impairments Number Percent Rate per

in in of total 1,000









Paralysis, complete or partial

Absence of fingers or toes-----------------





Impai.rments,lupper extremity and shoulder-

Impairments,l lower extremity and hip------

Other and multiple impairments of






paralysis or sbsm-m. 
28,167 10,67C 37.9 60.5

3,494 57C 16.3 3.2

6,231 45> 7.3 2.6

946 13e 14.6 0.8

1,617 1,492 92.3 8.5 
259 196 75.7 1.1 
4,758 2,287 48.1 13.0 
2,269 1,700 74.9 9.6 
5,089 2,991 58,8 17.0 
1,082 540 49.9 3.1 





Table 2. Average prevalence of impairments due to injury, and number and percent of impairments





~rk .& based O. household intarvkws of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and irrfermation 

















Paralysis, complete or partial

Absence of fingers or toes------------------------------

Absence of major extremi~ies---------------------------.

Impairments,l back or spine-----------------------------

Irnpairments,lupper extremity and shoulder-------------­

)lepairments,llower extremity and hip-------------------








paralysis or absence. 
due to 
in impairments




































Table 3. Average prevalence of impai?xuents due to injury, and number and percent of impairments due to in-





















Type of impairment im~rm&s

injury in Number Number Number









Paralysis, complete or partial---

Abaence of fingers or toes

Absence of major extremities











Other and multiple impairment51






paralysis or ahsenoe. 
thous ands thousands thousands

10,670 2,989 28.0 3,516 33.0 1,646 15.4
—

570 231 40.5 160 28.1 55 9.6

452 124 27.4 75 16.6 45 10.0

138 28 20.3 32 23.2 36 26.1

1,492 395 26.5 833 55.8 39 2.6

196 28 14.3 78 39.8 29 14.8

2,287 531 23.2 811 35.5 518 22.6

1,700 582 34.2 538 31.6 189 11.1

2,991 856 28.6 733 24.5 539 18.0

540 130 24.1 171 31.7 143 26.5







































Table 4. Average prevalenceand percent distributionof impairmentsdue to injury,by type of

accident,accordingto age of impairedperson:United Statea,July 1959-June1961

[Data are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, rmd information 
on thereliabllit yoftheestimatis are given inAppendixI. Definitions ofterrnsare givenin AtmendixIJ]. . 
Y“ Type of accident All ages I o-14 I 15-44 45-64 ] 65+ 
I 
















Cutting or piercing instrument

Foreign body in eye or other orifice

Injury causedby animal or insect









Handled or steppedon rough objects





















Cutting or piercing instrument

Foreign body in eye or other orifice

Injury caused by animal or insect





Bumped into object or person

Struck by moving object

Handled or steppedon rough objects







All other typea of accidents

1,646 46 783 569 
273 * 132 81 
537 * 320 158 
314 * 118 103 
1,241 * 459 507 
419 * 178 136 
169 * 54 56 
159 * 58 56 
1,504 56 504 560 
1,411 30 457 488 
463 * 278 114 
784 27 306 300 
124 * 44 46 
316 * 115 128 
604 * 317 225 
249 * 116 88 
457 * 185 159 
Percentdistribution

100.0 a L 100 0 AQu 
15.4 13.3 17.7 15.1 
2.6 * 3.0 2.1 
5.0 * 7.2 4.2 
2.9 * 2.7 2.7 
11.6 * 10.4 13.4 
3.9 * 400 3.6 
1.6 * 1.2 1.5 
1.5 * 1.3 1’5 
14.1 16.2 11.4 14.8 
13.2 8.7 10.3 12.9 
4.3 * 6.3 3.0 
7.3 7.8 6.9 7.9 
1.2 * 1.0 1’2 
3.0 * 2.6 3.4 
5.7 * 7.2 6,0 
2.3 * 2.6 2.3 








































































































Table 5. Average prevalenceand percent distributionofimpairmentsdue to injury in the home, by

type of accident,accordingto age of impairedperson:United States,July 1959-June1961 
[Data mm based on household irrtervimvs of the oivilitm, rroninstitutirmal pop.laticm. The survey design, general qualifications, and information 
onthereliability of the estimates aregiven in. Appendix I. Definitions ofknrs aregiven in Appendix II] 






Imp@rments due to injury 2,989 1,155 1,024 810

Moving motor vehicle 33 7’{ 7’< *

Uncc~;lled fire, explosion,or dischargeof

------. 172 92 58 *

Nonmotorvehicle, in motion 27 * * * 
Machinery,in operation 205 89 71 45 
Cutting or piercinginstrument 228 110 75 43 
Foreign body in eye or other orifice 71 35 * * 
Injury caused by animal or insect 55 27 * * 
Fall on ataira,steps, or from a height 763 249 278 236 
All other falls 613 138 199 276 
Bumped into object or person 109 49 38 * 
Struck by moving object 185 77 69 39 
Handled or steppedon rough objects 63 38 * * 
Caught in, pinched,or crushed between two objects--- 85 42 29 * 
One-time liftingor exertion 159 75 57 27 
Twisted or stumbled 88” 38 30 * 
All other types of accidents 133 59 52 * 
Percentdistribution

Impairmentsdue to injury 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Moving motor vehicle 1.1 9C * * 
Uncc~;lled fire, explosion,or dischargeof 
5.8 8.0 5.7 2.7 
Nonmotorvehicle, in motion 0.9 * * * 
Machinery,in operation 6.9 7.7 6.9 5.6 
Cutting or piercing instrument 7.6 9.5 7.3 5.3 
Foreign body in eye or other orifice 2.4 3.0 * * 
Injury caused by animal or insect 1.8 2.3 * * 
Fall on ataira, steps, or from a height 25.5 21.6 27.1 29.1 
All other falls 20.5 11.9 19.4 34.1 
Bumped into object or person 3.6 4.2 3.7 * 
Struck by moving object 6.2 6.7 6.7 4.8 
Handled or steppedon rough objects 2.1 3.3 * * 
Caught in, pinched,or crushed betweentwo objects--- 2.8 3.6 2.8 * 
One-time Liftingor exertion 5.3 6.5 5.6 3.3 
Twisted or stumbled----..............---------------- 2.9 3.3 2.9 * 












Table 6. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments due to injury while at work, 
by type of accident, according to age of impaired person: United States, July 1959.June 1961 
[Data interviews mmi.stihticmal Thesurvey general andhfonnati..
U. basedo.household of thesivilh., population. design, qualific.tkmEI, 
yoftheestimates hAppendixI.Definitions AwendixIIlonthereliabllit sregiven ftennesregivenh. . . 
Type of accident All ages II 17-44 45t
17+ I





Impairments due to injury-------------------------.----- 3,516 1,239 2,277 
Moving motor vehicle 269 107 162 
Uncontrolled fire, explosion, or discharge of firearm--------- 84 25 59 
Nonmotor vehicle, in motion----------------------------------- 106 * 83 
Machinery, in operation--------------------------------------- 932 319 613 
Cutting or piercing instrument-------------------------------- 105 36 69 
Foreign body in eye or other orifice-------------------------- 65 * 48 
Injury caused by animal or insect--------------------------- 48 * 36 
Fall on stairs, steps, or from a height 424 131 293 
All other falls----------------------------------------------- 252 76 176 
Bumped into object or person 58 * 38 
Struck by moving object--------------------------------------- 417 144 273 
Handled or stepped on rough objects--------------------------- 34 * * 
Caught in, pinched, ‘orcrushed between two objects------------ 164 53 112 
One-time lifting or exertion---------------------------------- 381 200 181 
Twisted or stwbled ------------------------------------------- 78 33 46 
All other types of accidents---------------------------------- 99 33 66 
Percent distribution

Impairments due to injury------------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Moving motor vehicle 7.7 8.6 7.1 
Uncontrolled fire, explosion, or discharge of firearm--------- 2.4 2.0 2.6 
Nonmotor vehicle, in motion----------------------------------- 3.0 * 3.6 
Machineiy, in operation--------------------------------------- 26.5 25.7 26.9 
Cutting or piercing instrument-------------------------------- 3.0 2.9 3.0 
Foreign body in eye or other orifice-------------------------- 1.8 * 2.1 
Injury caused by animal or insect----------------------------- 1.4 * 1.6 
Fall on stairs, steps, or from a height 12.1 10.6 12.9 
All other falls 7.2 6.1 7.7 
Bumped into object or person 1.6 * 1.7 
Struck by moving object--------------------------------------- 11.9 11.6 12.0 
Handled or stepped on rough objects--------------------------- 1.0 * * 
Caught in, pinched, or crushed between two objects------------ 4.7 4.3 4.9 
One-time lifting or exertion--------------------------- 1008 16.1 7.9 
Twisted or stmbled ------------------------------------------- 2.2 2.7 2.0 





















Table 7. Av-age prevalence and percent distribution of visual and hearing impairments, paraly­

sia, and absence of extremities, by type of accident: United States, July 1959-June 1961

@a MS bmsedo.bnmmboldinterviews of the civilian, rmnirwtit.timrrd population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, sndinformation 
onthereliahility of theestimatas eregiven in Appendix I. Definitions ofterms sregiven in Appendix IIl 
–d 
Visual Hearing Absence of Absence of

Type of accident impair- impair- Paralysis major ex- fingers or

ments ments trernities toea



















Falls of any kind

Struck by moving object





All other typss of accidents



















Falls of any kind

Struck by moving object




































10.4 * * 
22.8 8.0 . . . 
7.7 12.6 26.8 
18.9 11.7 * 



































































Table 8. Average prevalenceand percent distributionof impairmentsloflimbs, back,and trunk due

to injury, by type of accident:United States,July 1959-June1961

[Data are based on household interview of the civilian, rmrrinstitrrtirmaI population. The survey design, general qualifications, snd information 




Average number of impairmentsin thousands

Impairmentsdue to injury 7,518







Machinery, in operation 380

Fall on stairs, steps, or from a height 1,352

All other falls 1,325



























189 539 143 
107 178 31 
236 85 * 
251 562 94 
289 610 99 
83 204 * 
140 206 28 
51 29 * 
76 45 * 
39 58 37 
* 157 * 
228 317 58 
Bumped into object or person

Struck by rowing object

Handled or steppedon rough objects

























Impairmentsdue to injury	 100.0— 












Bumped into object or person

Struck by moving object

Handled or steppedon rough objects




























100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0— 
22.6 11.1 18.0 26.5 
2.5 6.3 6.0 5.7 
1.8 13.9 2.8 * 
19.5 14.8 18.8 17.4 
14.3 17.0 20.4 18.3 
3.5 4.9 6.8 * 
4.5 8.2 6.9 5.2 
* 3.0 1.0 * 
* 4.5 1.5 * 
19.9 2.3 1.9 6.9 
2.9 * 5.2 * 
7.7 13.4 10.6 10.7All other types of accidents 10.4



























Table 9. Average prevalenceand percent distributionofimpairmentslof limbs,back,and trunk due

to injury in the home, by type of accident:United States,July 1959-June1961

[Data Mawimvs ofthecivilian, population. qualifications,
W. basedcmhousehold noninstituti na  Tlresuweydes@,general nrrdinfornration

ontbereliabllity aregiven I.Definitions inAppendix
of heestimatas inAppendix fkmnsaregiven II]

I Other and 
Type of accident 
2“s~

Average number of impairments in thousands

Impairmentsdue to injury 2,099 — 531 582 856 130 
Moving motor vehicle 22 * * * * 
Uncontrolled fire, explosion, or discharge 
of firearm 60 * * 28 * 
Machinery,in operation 70 * 56 * * 
Fall on stairs, steps, or from a height 683 210 140 289 43 
All other falls 575 120 139 274 41 
Bumped into o“bjector person 78 * * 36 * 
Struck by rowing object 83 * 32 39 * 
Handled or steppedon rough objects 42 * 27 * * 
Caught in, pinched, or crushed between 
two objects--------------------------------- 34 * 27 * * 
One-time lifting or exertion----------------- 156 122 * * * 
Twisted or stumbled 86 * * 54 * 
All other types of accidents 210 * 104 78 * 
Percent distribution 
Impairmentsdue to injury	 100.0 —100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0— 
. 
Moving motor vehicle 1.0 * * * * 
Uncontrolledfire, explosion,or discharge 
of firearm 2.9 * * 3.3 * 
Machinery,in operation 3.3 * 9.6 * * 
Fall on stairs,steps, or from a height 32.5 39.5 24.1 33.8 33.1 
All other falls 27.4 22.6 23.9 32.0 31.5 
Bumped into object or person 3.7 * * 4.2 * 
Struck by moving object 4.0 * 5.5 4.6 * 
Handled or steppedon rough objects 2.0 * 4.6 * * 
Caught in, pinched,or crushedbetween 
two objects 1.6 * 4.6 * * 
one-time liftingcr exertion 7.4 23.0 * * * 
Twisted or stumbled 4.1 * * 6.3 * 















Table IO. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments of limbs, back,andtmmk due

to injury while at work, by type of accident: United States, July 1959-June 1961

i.@fiewsofthetitilia.,.oti.stitutio.alppu1atio..
[Dakarebasdo. h..sehold Thes.weydeti@,~dqafi6_s, dkbti

oftieestima&. inAppendix ofterms If]







extremity extremity b&2&Type of accident sites or and
spine shoulder and hip baa, ‘ 
and trunk 
I 
Average number of impa~ts in thousands

Impairments due to injury-------------- 2,253 811 538 733 171
—

Mwing motor vehicle 226 89 * 87 * 
U~;~~~~d fire, explosion, or discharge 
33 * * * * 
Machinery, in motion 279 31 172 61 * 
Fall on stairs, steps, or from a height 394 143 61 1.55 35 
All other falls------------------------------ 239 88 44 86 * 
Bumped into object or person----------------- 45 * * * * 
Struck by moving object---------------------- 279 65 73 120 * 
Handled or stepped on rough objects---------- 20 * * * * 
Caught in, pinched, or crushed 
between two objects------------------------- 79 * 36 29 * 
One-time lifting or exertion----------------- 370 292 * 34 * 
Twisted or stumbled-------------------------- 76 30 * 40 * 
All other types of accidents----------------- 213 * 67 82 * 
Percent distribution 
Impairment due to injury-------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0— — 
Moving motor vehicle 10.0 11.0 * 11.9 * 
U~o;~:~~d fire, explosion, or discharge 
1.5 * * * * 
Machinery, in motion 12.4 3.8 32.0 8.3 * 
Fall on stairs, steps, or from a height 17.5 17.6 11.3 21.1 20.5 
All other falla--------------------------- 10.6 10.9 8.2 11.7 * 
Bumped into object or person----------------- 2.0 * * * * 
Struck bymwing object---------------------- 12.4 8.0 13.6 16.4 * 
Handled or stepped on rough objects---------- 0.9 * * * * 
Caught in, pinched, or crushed 
between two objects--------------------=---- 3*5 * 6.7 4.0 * 
One-time ltfting or exertion----------------- 16.4 36.0 * 4.6 * 
Twisted or stumbled-------------------------- 3.4 3.7 * 5.5 * 











































Tf32HNiC/iL N.OT.ES ON METHODS 
&a qbgro,un’d of M’is Report 
This report, ImpairmentsDueto Injury, by Class and 
Type of Accident, is one of a series of statistical reperts 
prepared by the U.S. National Health Survey. It is based 
on information collected in a continuing nationwide 
sample of householda in the Health Interview Survey, a 
major part of the program. 
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a questionnaire 
which, in addition to personal and demographic charac­
teristics, obtains information on illnesses, injuries, 
chronic conditions and impairments, and other health 
topics. As data relating to each of these various broad 
topics are tabulated and analyzed, separate repor= are 
issued which cover one or more of the specific topics. 
The present report is based on the consolidated sample 
for 104 weeks of interviewing ending June 1961. 
The population covered by the sample for the Health 
Interview Survey is the civilian, noninstitutional poptda­
tion of the United States living at the time of the inter-
view. The sample does not include members of the 
Armed Forces, U.S. nationals living in foreign countries, 
or crews of vessels. 
Statistical Design of the 
He,alth Interview Survey 
General plan. —The sampling plan of the survey 
follows a multistage probabili~ design which permits a 
continuous sampling of the civilian population of the 
United States. The first stage of this design consists of 
drawing a sample of 500 from the 1,900 geographically 
defined primary sampling units (PSU’S) into which the 
United States has been divided. A PSU is a county, a 
group of contiguous counties, or a standard metropolitan 
statistical area. 
With no loss in general understanding, the remaining 
stages can be telescoped and treated in this discussion 
as an ultimate stage. Within PSU’S, then, ultimate stage 
units called segments are defined, also geographically, 
in such a manner that each segment contains an expected 
six households in the sample. Each week a random 
sample of about 120 segments is drawn. In the approxi­
mately 700 households in those segments, household 
members are interviewed concerning factors related to 
health. 
Since the household memlxxs interviewed each week 
are a representative sample of the population, samples 
for successive weeks can be combined into larger sam­
ples. Thus the design permits both continuous measure­
ment of characteristics of high incidence or prevalence 
in the population and, through the larger consolidated 
samples, more detailed analysis of less common charac­
teristics and smaller categories. The continuous collec­
tion has administrative and operational advantages as 
well as technical asseta, since it permits fieldwork to be 
handled with an experienced, stable staff. 
Sample size and geographic detail.-The sample 
plan for the 2-year period ending June 1961 included 
about 250,000 persons from 76,000 households. The 
overall sample was designed in such a fashion that 
tabulations can be provided for each of the major geo­
graphic regions and for urban and rural sectors OFthe 
United States. 
Collection of data.-The field operations for the 
household survey are performed by the Bureau of the 
Census under specifications established by the National 
Center for Health Statistics. In accordance with these 
specifications the Bureau of the Census designs and 
selects the sample; conducts the field interviewing, 
acting as the collecting agent for the Center; and edita 
and codes the questionnaires. Tabulations are prepared 
by the Division of Health Interview Statistics usimr the 
electronic computers of the Center. 
Estimating methcds. —Each statistic produced by 
the survey-for example, the number of persons injured 
in a specified period-is the result of two stages of 
ratio estimation. In the first of these, the factor is the 
ratio of the 1950 decennial population count to the 1950 
estimated population in the Health Interview ‘Survey’s 
first-stage sample of PSU’S. These factors are applied 
for some 50 color-residence classes. 
Later, ratios of sample-produced estimates of the 
population to official Bureau of the Census figures for 
current population in about 60 age-sex-color classes 
are computed, and serve as second-stage factors for 
ratio estimating. 
The effect of the ratio estimating process is to make 
the sample more closely representative of the population 
by age, sex, color, and residence, thus reducing samPling 
variance. 
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As noted, each week’s sample represents the popu­
lation living during that week and characteristics of 
that population. Consolidation of samples over a time 
period, say a calendar quarter, produces estimates of 
average characteristics of the IU.S. population for that 
calendar quarter. Similarly, population data for a year 
are averages of the four quarterly figures. 
For prevalence statistics, such as the number of 
hearing impairments due to injury, figures are first 
calculated for each calendar quarter by averaging 
estimates for all weeks of interviewing in that quarter. 
Prevalence data for a year are then obtained by averag­
ing the four quarterly figures. 
Gbn,eral Quaiifi@dio,n,s 
Nonresponse .—Data were adjusted for nonresponse 
by a prccedure which imputes to persons in a household 
which was not interviewed the characteristics of persons 
in households in the same segment which were inter-
viewed. The total noninterview rate was 5 percen~ 1 
percent was refusal, and the remainder was primarily 
due to the failure to find any eligible household respond­
ent after repeated trials. 
The interview process.-The statistics presented 
in this report are based on replies secured in inter-
views of persons in the sampled households. Each adult 
available at the time of interview was interviewed 
individually. Proxy respondents within the household 
were employed for children and for adults not available 
at the time of the interview, provided the respondent 
was closely related to the person about whom information 
was being obtained. 
There are limitations to the accuracy of diagnostic 
and other information collected in household interviews. 
For diagnostic information, the household respondent 
can, at best, pass on to the interviewer ‘only the infor­
mation the physician has given to the family. For con­
ditions not medically attended, diagnostic information 
is often no more than a description of symptoms. How-
ever, other facts, such as the number of disability days 
caused by the condition, can be obtained more accurately 
from household members than from any other source 
since only the persons concerned are in a position to 
report this information. 
Rounding of numbers .—The original tabulations on 
which the data in this report are based show all estim­
ates to the nearest whole unit. All consolidations were 
made from the original tabulations using the estimates 
to the nearest unit, In the final published tables the 
figures are rounded to the nearest thousand, although 
these are not necessarily accurate to that detail. Devised 
statistics, such as rates and percent distributions, are 
computed after the estimates on which these are based 
have been rounded to the nearest thousand. 
Population figures. -Some of the published tables 
include population figures for specified categories. 
Except for certain overall totals by age and sex, which 
are adjusted to independent estimates, these figures are 
based on the sample of household in the Health kter­
view Survey. These are given primarily to provide 
denominators for rate computation, and for this purpose 
are more appropriate for use with the accompanying 
measures of health characteristics than are other popu­
lation data that may be available. In some instances 
these will permit users to recombine published data 
into classes more suitable to their specific needs. With 
the exception of the overall totals by age and sex, men­
tioned above, the population figures may in some cases 
differ from corresponding figures (which are derived 
from different sources) published in reports of the 
Bureau of the Census. For population data for general 
use, see the official. estimates presented in Bureau of 
the Census reports in the P-20, P-25, and P-60 series. 
Rehabilfty of Estimates 
Since the estimates are based on a sample, they 
will differ somewhat from the figures that would have 
been obtained if a complete census had been taken using 
the same schedules, instzmctions, and interviewing 
personnel and procedures. As in any survey, the results 
are also subject to measurement error. 
The standard error is “primarily a measure of 
sampling variability, that is, the variations that might 
occur by chance because only a sample of the population 
is surveyed. As calculated for this report, the standard 
error also reflects part of the variation which arises in 
the measurement process. It does not include estimates 
of any biases which might lie in the data. The chances 
are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate from the sample 
would differ from a complete census by less than the 
standard error. The chances are about 95 out of 100 that 
the difference would be less than twice the standard 
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be less than 
2!4 times as large, 
The relative standard error of an estimate is ob­
tained by dividing the standard error of the estimate by 
the estimate itself, and is expressed as a percentage 
of the estimate. Included in this Appendix are charts 
from which the relative standard errors can be deter-
mined for estimates shown in the report. In order to 
derive relative errors which would be applicable to a 
wide variety of health statistics and which could be 
prepared at a moderate cost, a number of approxima­
tions were required. As a result, the charts provide an 
estimate of the approximate relative standard error 
rather than the precise error for any specific aggregate 
or percentage. 
Three classes of statistics for the health survey are 
identified for purposes of estimating variances. 
Narrow range. —This class consists of(1) statistics 
which estimate a population attribute, e.g., the number of 
persons in a particular income group, and (2) statistics 
for which the measure for a single individual for the 
period of reference is usually either Oor 1, on occasion 




Medium range. —This class consists of other sta­
titics for which the measure for a single individual 
for the period of reference will rarely lie outside the 
range O to 5. 
Wide range. —llds class consists of statistics for 
which the measure for a single individual for the period 
of reference tiquently will range from O to a number 
in excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed disability 
experienced during the year. 
In addition to classifying variables according to 
whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-range, 
statistics in the survey are further defined as: 
~. —Statistics on prevalence, and incidence 
data for which the period of reference 
in the questionnaire is 12 months. 
Type B.—Incidence-type statistics for which the 
perimi of reference in the questionnaire 
is 2 weeks. 
Only the charts on sampling error applicable to 
&ta contained in this report are presented. 
General rules for determini ng relative sampling 
errors.-l%e “guide” shown below, together with the fol­
lowing rules, will enable the reader to determine ap-
Pr oximate relative standard errors from the charts for 
estimates mesented in this report. 
Rule 1:	 Estimates of aggregates: Approximate rel­
ative standard errors of estimates of ag­
gregates, such as the number of persons 
with a given characteristic or the number 
of persons injured while at work, are ob­
tained horn appropriate curves on page 
Guide ‘to Use of Relative 
The code shown below identifies the appropriate 
curve to be used in estimating the relative standard 
error of the statistic described. The four components 
of each code describe the statistics as follows: (1) 
Statiatic 
Number of: 
Persons in the U.S. population, or total 
persons in one or more age-sex categories-­
Impairments, by type 
Percentage distribution of: 
Impairments, by characteristic 
Prevalence rates of impairments: 
Per 1,000 persons in any population group---
21.	 The number of persons in the total 
U.S. population or in an age-sex class of 
the total population is adjusted to official 
Bureau of the Census figures and is not 
subject to sampling error. 
Rule 2. \Estimates of percentages in a percent dis­
tribution: Relative standard errors of per­
centages in a percent distribution of a total 
are obtained from appropriate curves on 
page 22. For values which do not fall on 
one of the curves presented in the chart, 
visual interpolation will provide a satis­
factory approximation. 
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numerator 
is a subclass of the denominator: This rule 
applies for prevalence rates or where a 
unit of the numerator occurs, with few 
exceptions, only once in the year for any 
one unit in the denominator. For example, 
in computing the rate of visual impairments 
due to injury per 1,000 population, the 
numerator consisting of persons with the 
impairment is a subclass of the denomina­
tor which includes all persons in the popu­
lation. Such rates if converted to rates per 
100 may be treated as though they were 
percentages, and the relative standard 
errors obtained from the chart on page 22. 
Rates per 1,000, or on any other-base, 
must first be converted to rates per 100; 
then the percentage chart will provide the 
relative standard error per 100. 
Stan,dmd Error Charts 
A= aggregate,p . percentage;(2) the number of 
calendar quarters of data collection (3) the type of the 
statistic as described on page 2Q and (4) the range of the 
statistic as described on \pages 19 and 20. 
Use: 
Rule Code on page 
Not subject to sampling error 






Relative standard errors for aggregate based on eight quarters of &ta collection





Size of estimate. (in thousands)

Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 5,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a

Narrow range type A statistic (code: ASAN) has a relative standard error of 1.9 Percmt,

read from scale at left side of chart, or a stendiud error of 95,CN)0(1.9 percent of

5,000,000). For a Wide range type B statistic (code: A8BW); anaggragate of 1O,O(M),OOO







Relative standard errors for percentages ii.sedon eight quarters of data collection

for type A data, Na-”ow and Medium range






Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on 
an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 2.8 percent (read from the scale 
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a ba~e of 10,000,000 in­

tersects the vertical line for 2(3percent. The standard error in percentage points is





DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED [N THIS REPORT,, 
AND CLASSIFICATION OF IMPAIRMENTS (x-Code) 
&?.-The age recorded for each person is the age 
at last birthday. Age is recorded in single years and 
grouped in a variety of distributions depending upon the 
purpose of the table. 
Condition.-A morbidity condition, or simply a con-
dition, is any entry on the questionnaire which describes 
a departure from a state of physical or mental well-
being. It results from a positive response to one of a 
series of “illness-recall” questions. Hence, an im-
pairment is one type of morbidity condition. In the 
coding and tabulating process, conditions are selected 
or classified according to a number of different cri-
teria, such as, whether they were medically attende~ 
whether they resulted in disabili~, whether they were 
acute or chronic; or according to the type of disease, 
injury, impairment, or symptom reported. For the 
purposes of each published report or set of tables, 
only those conditions recorded on the questionnaire 
which satisfy certain stated criteria are included. 
Conditions, except impairments, are coded ac-
cording to the International Classification of Dis-
eases with certain modifications adopted to make the 
code more suitable for a household-interview-type 
survey, Impairments are coded according to the Clas-
sification of Impairments (X-Code), shown later in this 
Appendix. 
Chronic condition.-A condition is considered to be 
chronic if (1) it is described by the respondent in terms 
of one of the chronic diseases on the “Check List of 
Chronic Conditions” or in terms of one of the types of 
impairments on the “Check List of Impairments ,“ or 
(2) the condition is described by the respondent as having 
been first noticed more than 3 months before the week 
of the interview. All impairments are chronic conditions. 
Impairments-g eneral definition and method of 
S@&& -The term “impairment,” as used in the 
Health Interview Survey, refers to certain chronic or 
permanent defects, disabling or nor, repres~ting, for 
the most part, decrease or loss of ability to perform 
certain functions, particularly those of the musculo-
skeletal system and special senses. Impairments are 
restricted to conditions included in the Classification 
of Impairments (referred to as the X-Code) and are 
ceded by type, site, and etiology according to that 
classification. Type and site are expressed by the 
numbers XOO-X99, and etiology is indicated by adding 
to each type the appropriate l-digit code from one of 
the two lists of etiologic factors. 
Impairments are usually residuals of old injuries 
or past, inactive diseases or influences, but they may 
be due to continuing active chronic diseases. If the 
originating cause is now inactive or cured, or unknown, 
the impairment only is coded with its l-digit etiologic 
cede. If the cause is an active chronic disease, the 
cause is usually coded also, in terms of the code 
numbers of the International Classification of Diseases 
(referred to as the ICD~ however, if the impairment is 
one of the types in X70-X79, and is due to a specified 
active chronic disease, the disease only is coded. Thus, 
the types of less structurally specific orthopedic dif-
ficulties in X70-X79 are excluded from the total count 
of impairments if they are due to, and more or less 
inherent in, the current underlying disease causing them. 
Examples: 
Paraplegia due to old war injury x44.9 
Trouble with spine, cause unknown X70.O 
Hard of hearing, hereditary X09.Y 
Missing foot due to diabetes X29.5 and 260 
Trouble in seeing due t~ glaucoma X05.4 and 387 
Poor eyesight, not blind, due to 
cataract and glaucoma X05.3, 385, and 
387 
Foot trouble due to arthritis 725 
The categories of impairments shown in this report, 
with their X-Code inclusion numbers, are: 
Visual impairments (XOO-X05) 
Hearing impairments (X06-X09) 
Absence of major extremity - i.e., 
arm, leg, foot, hand, exclusive of fingers or 
tees Ot_dy (X20-X24, X26-X30, X32, X33) 
Absence of fingers or toes (X25, X31, X34) 
par~ysis, complete or partial (X40-X69) 
Impairments (except paralysis or absence) of 
limbs, back, trunk (X70-X79, X80-X89) 
Other impairments (X1O-X19, X35-X39, X90-X99) 
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-Injury as an etiology Ofimparrment.-The etiology 
of an impairment is its cause in terms of what the re­
spondent ccnsiders as * cause. Injury as an etiology 
(coded 9 in the fourth digit of the X-Code) is definedas 
a ccmditionsustained in an accident or in nonaccidental 
violence that at me of occurrence would have been 
codable to ICD N8CI0-N999.Excluded horn thecategory 
are birth injuries and damage to any part of the body 
because of continuous stresses and strains, e.g., con­
tinuedexposure to loud noise pr conslzmt~a~ lifting. 
CISSS of acci&nt.-Injuries may be grouped ac­
cording to class of accident. This is a broad classifi­
cation of the types of events which resulted in persons 
being injured. Most of these eventa are accidentsin the 
usual sense of the word, but some are other kinda of 
mishap, such as overexpmmre to the sun or adverse 
reactims to medical procedures, and others are non-
accidental violence, such as attemp~d suicide. The 
classes of accidents are: (1) moving motor-vehicle 
accidents, (2) accidents occurring while at work, 
(3) home accidents, and (4) other accidents. These 
categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, a 
person may be injured in a moving motor-vehicle acci-
dent which occurred while tk? person was at work. In 
tbia report such an injury would be classified as a 
moving motor-vehicle injury, and also as one occurring 
while at work. 
Moving motor vehicle.+ accident is classified as 
%mving motor vehicle” if at least one oftk motm ve-
hicles involved in an accident was moving at the time 
of the accident. A motor vehicle is anymecbanically or 
electrically powered device, not opera~d on rails, upon 
which or by which anyperscm or property may be trans -
~d w dram upon a land highway.Any object, such 
as a trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon, being towed by a 
momr vehicle is cmsidered a part of themotor vehicle. 
Devices used solely for moving persons or materials 
within the confines of a buildingand ita premises are 
not countedas motor vehicles. 
Accident while at work.-Tlw class of accident is 
“while at work” if tk? injured person was 17 years of 
a- or over and was at work at a job or a business at 
tk time the accident happened. 
Home accident.-The class of accident is “home” 
if the injury occurred either inside thehouseor outaide 
the house. “Outside tk house” refers to the yard, 
buildings, and sidewalks on the property. “Home” in­
cltuks not only tkperscm’s ownhomebutalso any other 
home in which he might have been whenhe was injured. 
~r.—I’he class of accidentis “other” if the oc­
cmmnce of injury cannotk classified in one or more 
of the first three class-ti-accident categories. This 
category therefore includes perscms injured in public 
places (e.g., tripping andfa.llingina store or on a public 
sidewalk), and also nonaccidental injuries such as homi-
cidal and suicidal attempts. Injuries sustained in non-
moving motor vehicle accidents, provided the accident 
did not occur at home or while the person was at work, 
are included in this category. The survey dces not cover 
the military population, but current disability of various 
types resulting from prior injury occurring while the 
person was in the Armed Forces is covered and is in-
cluded in this class. The class also includes mishaps 
for which the class of accident could not be ascertained. 
‘lype of accident. —Type of accident was recorded 
for all accidents involving injury in order to classify 
injuries according to the circumstances relating to the 
accident. Accidents have been grouped by type according 
to the following concepts: 
(A)€ Accidents in which specific factors were in-
volved, but which may or may not have caused 
the injury. Included in this group are moving 
motor vehicle, uncontrolled fire, explosion, 
firearms, and nonmotor vehicle such as train 
or bicycle. The definition of moving motor 
vehicle in this instance is identical to that for 
moving motor vehicle as a class of accident. 
However, an accident in which a nonmoving 
motor vehicle was involved is classified under 
the detailed type of accident listed below that 
best describes the circumstances relating to 
the accident. 
(B)€ Accidents where injury was caused directly 
by an agent, such as machinery, in operation, 
a knife, scissors, nail, animal or insect, 
foreign body in eye or other orifice, or a 
poisonous substance swallowed by the person 
involved. 
(c)	 Accidents described in terms of the events 
leading to the occurrence of the injury, such as 
falling, bumping into a person or object, being 
struck by a moving object, handling or stepping 
on sharp or rough objects, being caught in, 
pinched, or crushed, coming in contact with 
hot object or flame, lifting, twisting, or 
stumbling. 
(D)€ Accidents resulting in injury that could not be 
classified in groups (A), (B), or (C) were 
classified as “other.” Accidents of unknown 
type are also included in this group. 
A complete listing of the types of accidents is shown 
in Appendix HI witbin the format of Table A. In order 
that no injury would be described as resulting from more 
than one detailed type of accident, an injury which could 
have been assigned to two or more detailed types was 
classified in the first type designated in Table A (in 
Appendix III) that adequately described the circum-
s’mnces of the accident. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF IMPAIRMENTS (x-Code!) 
Histoqy anld Purpose 
TIIis classification of impairments was developed by the Division of Public Health Methods in the years 
1955-1956 in order to provide-in the relatively simple detail required for household-health surveys-a 
method of coding certain residuals of diseases and injuries so that both the present effect and the rmder­
lying cause could be reflected within one diagnostic code. 
The X-Code is essentially a rearrangement and expansion of the Supplementary Y-Codes, YSO-Y88, of 
ICD, Volume I. 
Abbreviations and Special Use of Parentheses 
NW . not otherwise specified 
NEC = not elsewhere classified 
In addition to the usual purpose, parentheses are used to enclose words or phrases that maY or may not be 
specified but, if used with a given diagnosis, do not change the code assignment of that &agaosk. For ex-
ample, “paralysis (complete) lxsth legs X44” means that the code number is X44 whether or not the modi­
fier “complete” is specifi@ “glaucoma (congenital)” means that congeni@ glaucoma is coded in tie same 
manner as glaucoma not specified as congenital. 
L’IST QF i’M’PAIRMENTS, BY TYPE AND SITE (xOO-X99) 
(The lists of l-digit etiology codes are shown following X99) 
Impairment # Visio’n (XOO.X05) 
XOO Blindness, both eyes; blindness NOS.

XO1 Blind in one eye, other eye defective but not blind

X02 Blind in one eye, other eye good or not mentioned

XOS Impaired vision except as in XOO-X02, one or both eyes

Impairment of Hearing “(X06-X09) 
X06 Deafness, ml, both ears; deaf-mutism 
X07 Impaired hearing, severe (both ears) 
X09 Impaired hearing except as in x06, X07 
Impairment of Speech, Intelligence, Special Sense (X1 O-X19) 
Xlo Stammering, stuttering 
Xll Other speech defect 
Excludes deaf-mutism (x06) and cleft palate speech (X91) 
X12 Loss or impairment of sense of smell snd/or taste

X13 Loss or disturbance of sensation NEC

X14 Special learning disability (reading)

X15 Mental deficiency, mongolism

X16 Mental deficiency, severe except in mongolism

X17 Mental deficiency, moderate

X18 Mental deficiency, mild

X19 Mental deficiency, degree not specified

.Absence, Loss, All Sites Except as in XOO-X19. X92 (X20-X39) 
@p= Extremity 
XXI Arm, at or alxwe elbow, and arm NOS 




X23 Hand, except f~ers or thumbs only

X24 Hands, ~, except fingers or thumbs only





X26 Leg, at or above knee, and leg NOS





X29 Foot, except toe(s) only

X30 Feet, ~, except toes only

X31 Toe(s) only, of one or both feet

Upper and Lower Extremities 
X32 One upper (arm or hand) wyi one lower (leg or foot), except digits only 
X33 ‘Ihree or more (arm, hand, leg, foot) except digits only 
x34 Fingers and/or thnnb(s) @ toe(s) 
Other Sites 
X35 Digestive organ 
x36 Respiratory organ 
X37 Urinary organ 
X38 Genital organ, breast 
X39 Site or organ NEC 
Paralysis, Complete or Partial, All Sites, Except as in XOO-X19 (X40-X69) 
Paralysis NOS (Complete) of Extremities and Trunk (X40-X49) 
X40 Upper extremity, one, except fingers only





x43 Lower extremity, one, any part except toes only





X46 Paraplegia with bladder or anal sphincter involvement

x47 One side of body, one upper and one lower, same side (hemiplegia)

X48 Three or more major members, or entire body (quadriplegic)

x49 Paralysis NOS, or of other sites of exmemities or trunk (complete)

Cerebral Palsv Paralysis, Partial, of Extremities and Trunk (X50-X59) 
X50 Cerebral palsy (and synonyms) 
Includes “spastic” if present “since birth (congenital) 
X51 Partial paralysis, arm(s) or finger(s) 
X52 Partial paralysis, leg(s) any part(s) 
X53 Paxtial paralysia, one side of body (hemiparesis) 
X54 Partial paralysis, other sites of extremities or trunk 
X59 Partial paralysis, palsy, paresia - NOS 
Paralysis, Complete or Partial, Sites Except Extremities or Tr-ynk (X60-X69) 
x60 Paralysis, complete or partial, face 
x61 Paralysis, complete or partial, =der or anal sphincter, 
without mention of paralysis of extremities 
X69 Paralysis, complete or partial, sitea p@ of extremities, mti, 
nor affecting special senses or speech 
26 
Non. Paralytic Orthopedic Impairment, NEC (X70-X79) 
Excludes conditions “h x20-X69, X80-X99 and “disc” conditions in ICD 735 
Orthopedic Impairment NEC Involving 
X70 Back NOS, spine NOS, vertebra NOS (low) (lumbosacral) (sacro-iliac)

X71 Cervical or thoracic region of back, spine, vertebrae

X72 Coccygeal region of back, spine, vertebrae

x73 Shoulder, upper arm, forearm above wris~ arm NOS

x74 Wrist, hand, finger, thumb

x75 Hip and/or pelvis, alone, or with any other site in X70-X79

Excludes congenital dislocation of hip (X85.X) 
X76 Knee, leg NOS, - hip not involved 
x77 Ankle, foot, toe, - sites in x76 not involved 
X78 Multiple sites NEC (back and legs) (fingers and toes) 
(legs and arms) (arms and back) 
x79 Other and ill-defined sites 
Includes: rib; trunk NOS; “side”; limping NOS; “trouble in walking,” NOS. 
Excludes jaw (x92). 
Specified Detormity of Limbs, Back, Trunk (X80-X8,9) 





















Spina bifida (with meningocele)





Deformity, other and multiple, lower extremity, NEC

Dislocation, congenital, and other deformity hip and/or pelvis

Deformity, neck or shoulder region

Deformity finger(s), thumb(s), only

Deformity, upper extremity, except as in X86, X87

Deformity, back, spine, trunk, NEC

Includes: pigeon breas~ cervical rib; pstural defect NEC;

deformed back NEC; deformed spine NEC

Abnonmal’ity, Impairment, NEC (X90-X99) 
Disfigurement, scarring, face, nose, lips, ears





Includes: mslocclusio~ congenital anomalies of teeth;

deformity of jaw; absence, or deficient number of teeth;

deformities of palate and of other oral structures NEC















Includes: “birth injury” or “brain injury,” at ages three months or over, without statement about

type’ of residual deformed NEC, site or type not indicated. Includes also ill-defined “aftereffects, ”






LISTS OF 1-DIGIT ETIOLOGY CODES 

























Unklw#n or Unspeciml origin 
Reihctive errors (congenital) 
Strabismus; other disorders of ocular movement (congenital) 




Affections of the retina (congenital) (with any other local disease of eye except cataract)

optic atrophy NEC and orher M diseases of eye NEC 
General infectious diseases (as in ICD 001-138)

General acquired noninfectious diseases (as in ICD 140-369,400-468,590-594)

Accidentor injury except at birtb

ckmgenimlorigin NEC or birth injury

Diseases and conditionsnot in O-9 or X (noncongenital) (nontraumatic) (noninfectious) 
(not baliz?d to eye) (hereditary) (old age) 














Diseases of arteries (with gangrene) (as in ICD 450-456)





Accident or injury except at birtb

Congenital origin or birtb injury

Diseases and conditionsexcept as in O-9 or X (noncongenital) (nontraumatic) (noninflammatory)

(hereditary) (old age) 
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ICD CATEGORIES REPLACED BY X-CODE CATEGORIES 
The following categories of ICD which are ~ 533.7 Other disorders of tooth development 
~ for types of impairments in the X-Codeor for late 726.2 TorticoUis 
effects of certain diseases are not used in the coding 734 Internal derangement of knee joint 
for the Health Interview Surve~ they have been replaced 736 Affection of sacro-iliac joint 
by the categories in XOO-X99 or have been incorporated 737 Ankylosis of joint 
into the lists of etiologic factors used in conjunction with 745 Curvature of spine 
the X-Code 746 Flat foot 
747 Hallux VS@ and VarOS 
013 Late effects of tuberculosis of bones and 748 Clubfoot 
joints 749 Other deformities 
035 Late effects of gonococcal infection 751 Spina bifida and meningocele 
081 Late effects of acute poliomyelitis 752 Congenital hydrocephslus 
083.3 Postenceph@tic conditions except Psr- 755 Cleft palate and harelfp 
kinsonism (083.0) and psychiatric con- 758.0 Congenital dislocation of hip 
ditions (083.1, 083.2) 758.2 Congenital malformations of skull 
284 Late effects of rickets 758.4 Cervical rib

287 Obesity 758.5 Congenital abnormalities of lombosacral

325 Mental deficiency region 
326.0 Specific learning defects N871 Enucleation of eye 
326.1 Stammering and stuttering of nonorganic N886-
origin N888 Traumatic amputation of upper extremities 
326.2 Other speech impediments of nonorganic N896-
origin N898 Traumatic amputation oflowerextremities 
344 Late effects of intracranial abscess or 
pyogenic infection The ICD has no categories within its numbers 
351 Cerebral spastic infantile paralysis 001-999 exclusively for such conditions as: absence of 
352 Other cerebral paralysis part, all sites; paralysis, all sites; defective vision 
339 Blindness not blindness; limitation of motion not paralysi~ facial 
397 Deaf-mutism disfiguremen~ artificial orifice or valvq dwarfism; 
398 Other deafness underweigh~ and certain other impairments included 
533.0 Malocclusion in the X-Code. 
533.5 Congenital anomalies of teeth 
29 





The items below show the exact content and wording of the basic questionnaire used in the nationwide household survey of the 
U. S. National Health Survey. The actual questionnaire is designed for a household as a unit and includes additional spaces for re-
ports on more th.sn one fzerson, condition, accident or hospitalization. Such reDeti five sDacas are omittad in this illustration. 
CONFIDENTIAL- 2%. Nmiomsl Heafch Survey is a.th.riz$d by FnLdic Law 652 of the ff4tb Congress (70 Stat 48% 42 U.S.C. 30s). All information which 
would -it idcntifkcacion of the indiyiduaf wiff be held suicdy ccafidencial, will be used .rdy by pcrsms engaged in and for tbe ptw. 
PC-S of CJJ=S-CY, and wJ1 .W b. di..l..~ a =f-ed M .h- for ~Y .*er wmOses (22 FR 1’587). 
~::F#Hs-4 U.S. DEPARIUENT OF COUP=RCE 
m“.,,” 0, ,“.4 cm,”...,,?+.AS COLI.SC,,IJ. ASENT FOR ,!+= 
U.S. PU6LIC MEALTlf SERVICE 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
C&.ti.m.fm 
3. (d Address .x de*criyiom C4 lcc.tiom 3. Idem. 3m. Reg. 4. s“b- 5. .%II@e 6, PSU 7. SWnm., No. 8. 2e,ia1N 
Cede	 office s.mple Number 
cd. weighs 
+ 
(b) Maifiw -5-&.. if n.x shown in (.) 
(c) T:& Of 1 H H.uahg mnit (d) N.u,e of SPCCU1 Dweffing Pk., : G/de 9.1stht. h.aws. ~mfanne, ,aneh? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mYes n No 
,m,ter* ( n C&,, 1 
Ask items 10 8nd 11 @y, if ,%aral,, box is cbe.kc.+ 10. 0. you awn w ,on* this PI...? 
L O Rural I_J AU other ODWO a Rent o Rent free 
11. If Wwn,n LX%e.t free,, in qda.ti.. 10, .sk: n Yesq 
, 
U No 
(.) Do- W. PI.=. h.v= 10 or mom .Cr.s? (e) During *h* past 12 m~!bs dld sol.. : (d) 0.,1.s th. w.! 123 onth, did s.+.. 
If %..;,l in q.utio. 10, ask: 
of crops, llvc,totk, cmd oth~ farm 
prodvcis f,om Ih. ~loe. emmm to 
~ of crops, Ilv*st.aek, ond oth.r Imm 
, prcdwls frcm tha pi... ommmt 10 
(b) DWS tho P!... YOU rmv ha”. 10., mm. ..,.S? Sso c+ . ..? 1 $X4 or mm.? 
D Yes UN. ~ D Yes 0 No 
%.. r. thmr= on. oih- IIVIIVJ auati.m. oecuml.d m I 
v.cm, 1. this buNdI.g (&rIm.nt)? . . ..’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I_JYes U No INSTRUCTIONS FOR Q. 12, 13 Af4D 14 
ff “Y..,*, to questioru 12, 13 or 14 �pply de fir,kion .1. bomsin~ unit to determine 
13.	 Doos ..Tw. .1s. Itvlng 1“ NJ, bul!dlng use YOUR wlmtbct W, c+ more addkionsl q... ,ionr,akes should be filled u,d whether the 
ENTRANCE w S+P to his living quart.,. ?. . . . . . . . . . . . ...0 Yes n No Iischs is to k mxmcted. 
wart=m fmuacs: 15. Wh.a, 1, ,h* ,+ahux numb., h,,.? 16. !. case !,.. c.vorlmk.d ,nyth!ng,Ask u .11 unit. except 
wha, IS ,h. b.., ,lm. to .s1!? 
14. Is ,h.,. any o,h., buildiq or, ,hI, Pop.,ly I., p+.pi. 
tillvcln -olthar oeeupld m-ctif? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l_J Yes U No 
a Nophm,, 
17. RECORD OF CALLS AT HOUSEHOLDS 
[tall 
I 
1 I Cm. I 2 [ COm. I 3 [ am. [ 4 J COnl. [ 5 Ic m, 
D,;, 




18.	 REASON FOR NON-INTERVIEW 
B c z 
E CO1*.— — — kc.lue: 
20. TYPE A FOLLOW.UP PRWEDURE 
If Ikd c8U resmlts in a Tw A mm-interview (ezcept Refusals) take the follmriug step: 
1. Ccauct r.eigbbms (cuet.kcra, etc.) until you find someone w%. knaas tbe thily, 
2. Fim2 cat the mmrb= of pmple in the household, tbek r.smcs auf mpp=imRe .Be.; if mums of .11 members not known, .merrsim mfatimships. Racad thi. fnfwrmtlca 
i. the reguk .p.ees titde the q.e.tionndre. 
3. Find cut if any- fn &e housing unit is now in a hospit.1 as . ptient; if s., which fxrsmi it is. Tbi. is do.. by .skin~ the following questi.w 
4. Is onyon. In A. bees.hofd now 1. ib hosph+? O Yes ON. I-J mm,, know U No contact nude 
(.) If “Yes;’- -Who? (Enta MA (Cd. No.) 
1. (o) Whaf I* *= n-= of lh. had of this household? (Emtcr � ame in&t COIRIM) Last .** (1) Lmst .*uI. (2) 
(h)	 Whet m. th. nan.. of dl othw W.... who live hr.? (tist ail ~sc.ns who US.W7 Iive hem, 
and all pc*ons .t.ri~ here who fm.e no ususf place of residence elsewue. List these 
P=SO.S ~ [b. wscrib~ ~d=.) 
(C) DO -Y (othor) 1+,s,s or roern.rs 11“. k+,.? m No D Yes (List) ~ 
(d) Is fhe,e my... .1s. wha ii”., here wfw i, mow 
t.nlp.,.dly 1“ . fw.pll.l? m No fg Yes [List) .-. 
(.) Away en busin.ss? 








Yes (list) _ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...  . . . . . . . . . . . 
First name and ‘n,t,al 
............................. 
FiI.t ..LM and jniri.1 
(g) IS there Myena .1s. staying her. new? O No I-J Yes (Li*t) .-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(h) DO any of the p,ople In this Iw’.hold how a hon. .I.wh.,.? 
l_J No ( 1,.,, on .westicm,tmire) D Yes (apply bousebdd membership ml,,; if . . . . 
member, delete) 
2.	 How we y.. t.1.t.d m th. head of !h. hous.hold? (Enter rekti.anship to bud, f= exmpk: Relationship Kelatic.nsbip 









&c_ ig	 Ude. 
1 9== 
3. How .Id wor. ye. e. y.., Ia.i birthday? 
I 
f=llhik n Nw. 
4.	 Race (Cb+ck mu box fog each per...) 
n D&l 
5. S.. (Check me box for ..ch P.r.uI) Im)d.1. a Female 
N 17 year. old ., over, -k: 
6.	 A,. y.. m“ morr!.d, wld.w.d, dlv.red, ..po,afcd m n.vor rnmrlod? 
(Check m. bcu for each Person) 
O NaeI m-id 
If 17 Y..,. old m over, ssk: � Under 17 Y,lM 
7. (o) Whet 1. th. high.st gr.d. y.. .tt.ndd 1. sch.ol? Elem: 12345678 
Hi.sh: 1234
(Cltcle hf8hest gad. mcended w cb.ck ,, Nc.11#) 
College: 1 2 3 4 5 + 
D N.IIC 
. . ----- . . . . . . . -------(b) Dld y.. flnlsh lho-. grad. (y..,)? 
n Y.. U No 
If M.le �nd 17 y.mw old M ..,,, ask UFern.cmnd.17rr 
8, (o) Did 7.. .v.r ..w. In *h. Arm.d For... of *h. U.W.d St.?..? n Ye= O No 
If !~Yc.,t, ask 
(b) Ar. you rww !. *h. Amn.d For..., no? ..unflng th. msmvo,? 
(ff “Y..,” delete tbi. wm.. from questioc.r.aim) * 
(c) Woe -Y .f Your =.,”1.. durln? a war or vm. W P..aeo-lkn. only?

If “War, ‘* .sk:

(d) D.,lng whl.h w., did you ,.,..?

N ltPe.c*timll ..ly, .sk:
 .--------------
(.) We. an, of Your ..tvlc. b.hv..n J... 27.1950 and J...arY 31, 1953S n Yes n N. 
[f 17 years old w OV,:, .sk: l_JUder17years 
9. (0) Whet wW. YOUdoing most of the P.Sf 12 mcofhs-- I-J W.king 
(Foc ml..): wmkl.g, m d.lng ..rn.thing .1..? lg Keeping house 
(For fernde.): wc+klnw k..rd ng ho..., w doing SO,-n,!hing t,.? n s.nmtbfwera. . . . . . . . . . . . .--: 
SE“S.m.thff& el.e’v check.d, .nd PUS.. is 45 YCU. old m .7=, ask 
(b) Am you ,.11,.d? 
If ‘ ‘Wark;r.g, “ i. q. X.), a.k: 0 Under 17,ears 
O, (o) W.,. you wmkhw lest w..k o, th. w..k b. fo,.? 
If “Keepi.g b.-.” or “.%methkw dse” in q. x.), ..k: o Ye. ON. 
(b) Dtd YOUwork O* . IC.bw b.slm..s .* any Nm. last w..k w *h. w-k b. for.? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U “No,,> 1. q. 10(4 or lLXb) , a.k: 
(.) Ev.n though Y.. dld not work 1.s1 w..k., th. wok h.fm., d+ you her.. [.b or busln.s.? n Yes ON. 
lDTEt	 Dcte;mhe $lchad.\t. ar. at bome-drecord this iof-.ti~. Beginning witbqm.stf.rcll you 
arc co i.tervtew f- btm.elf mhetseff, e.cb .duft pers.anwh. is ubwae. 
11.	 W.r. y.usick a*.ny WwLASTWE EKORTHEWEEK8EFORE? (That ls, lh. hrukwrlcd 
which .nd.d I.xt Sund.,!? 
(.) Wh.twaathmmaN.i7’ I 
(b) Anything .1..? 
12, Last w..k., th. w.,kb.for. dldwu Iak. .nym.d!.ln. wtr.otient for my 
c~dltl.n (b..ld.s.. .whl,h y.. t.ld me.bmx)? 
fg Yes ON. 
(.) Farwhatcondltlcms7 I 
(b) Anything .ls.? 
[3, La,two.k wth. w..kb.l.ro d[dw. hw. .ny=cld.nt` .,lniurl .,? fg Ye, n No 
(.) What w.r. !h.y? 
(b) Anything .ls.? 
14, Dldyo. .v.ch.v. .n(mlblr)r) ee~ld.nt .tlnf.q th~w. ~lllbo&.vt.g p.l.stw&~tb. n Yes a No 
w-k b. f.,.? 
(.) I.wh.tw.y dldltheth.r y..? 
(b) Anything .1..? 
lS, AT THE PRESENT T! MEdoy.u h.v. on .1 fm..ts., ~ndltl.ns thmhw. l..tik. !g Yes n No 
1.ngtlm.7 [Ift*No>*) E..nlh..gb!y.y i .n,lb.thw yo. .llth. t!m.? 
(0) Whet.r.th.y7 
(b) Anything .1s.? 
16. Ho. any... !. th. family - you, y..,--, .tc. - hod e.y .f *h.,. ccmdN1 o., WRfNG n Yes O No 
THE PAST 12 MONTNS? 
(Remd Cud A, conditfm by .zomfkim; record any conditions 
menticaed i. tbe column foc tbe person) 
17. DC+S..Y... Inth. fomllybv. ony.fth.s. ewd!tl-s? m Y-es D No 
(Read Cud B, condition by ccmditim; rec.td say .oaditixm 
nmmimmd in tbc colura [octbe persca) 
Fm~so.s 17ye.rs oldo..ver, .bowwho,esPdd f.<o, w~p*,eat d&g*e=timg@ a R@anded for self-entirely 
R q...t*..*.17-l7. ffP=I.. m. mdcdfmself, .bwwheth.r ..tml?wwly. FOCPCCSO.S 
uruf.c17.how wb. r.sp.rd.d f m,hem. 
a Respo&d 
Co]. No —..s 
for seff-xly 
rcspanden, 
13. (a) Ha. .nynn. In fh. famlfy b... In. hospital DURING THE PAST 12 MOf&NS? U Yes m No 
. . . . . . . ----If “Y.., ” 
(b) H.wmany dllf.r.nt tlm.. w.myo. lnth. ho.#l?.I owm1ghtorlmg.r? No. oftfmea 
19 (.) Du,lngth. p..t12mom*s hasany.n. lnth. femllyb . . ..pot1.n9t. m.ws1.ghm..r fgYes U No 
..”ll.a,l”m? ----.--
If “Y.*, ” 
(b) H.wmMytlm.s w.,. y., t.snu,slng bm. e,s..titerlum? N.. of times 
20. If baby under one year listed . . . bouaehold member, ask n Hospital n Home 
(.) Ha . . . . b.by born In. h.spit.f or at ham.? . ---------------------------

If ’’hospital’’ q.20 (O).) -dlorm.re imq.18(b), .sh n Y. D N.





1,. . Table 1. ILLNEsSES. IMPAIRMENTS N D INJURIES I 
~ti=.t 
; lA.tbM. “ccaditioa’ 
C?*U wise.,.,,,Kdmmncmlke . c- P* ~m~ 
�.@9f * Symwa wwgh 
W*N 
Tumor , ‘trouble, o 
-(d-5) ‘-as 1 . 10 mad 
1.1) ordfnnw F= 8E .Uern u SUokc 
x~t*U time.* =Ck {ff. “C4U.+ i* m brf.1 wg~h “Ow d-, ,~. . . “.-
IVW, 4- fill T.ble S1--’? 40.S P*7 Eoror. .- (cm. m both) ‘0X!lotp.attoFlhm Had - &bufl, SUIP f...)“%“..s Whatkl 
II An34 rlw d..? elbow, fowm, wrist, 
b+ m . hub) 
‘=”.,. 
(h)) 
L.s - (Htp, .ppr, knee, 
l-u, �ikle, f.m 
cae ., tab) 
�f 1“ L-y was h? %:%%d?$ji~) ‘0” 
II 
LidQ (d U-1) (d-2) (d-3) (d-4) (d-5) I (e) m I WI( 
r. n r“ x Ig Yes _D.,. _LMys 
1 
Ig ‘f. O No --1-
ToM* II - HOSPITALIZATION WRING PAST 12 ~TNS I 
To In,eni.wcc XM dld ihoy ‘v m the hu,pltal * candiwonwas-. W.- uv OPOMNNISpub-d -





(E “dw” didn’t .*J, -k): 
ff we.,” 
. b. !MIei W fho last doctw W. MM t, say II w.? (.) q~y~,h -03 k
;Ul 0. (show same demif s. 1. eofo. (d-1) -(d-5) of T.1),.. 
fv (If ceodidm fcm ucidm IX imjmy,81s. fkll (b) Any dnr WINI-? 
,,? Tabk A) 
21. (.) wc _ fnfuo.fd in ONkind. ef X-my. - Dld you h- YOW INfb X-rVod dwlnS th. pass n Yes n No ig Yes OH. 
3 mmath,--(thm k, Srem--lhrouph last Sunday)? 
2212urfn, tin P,* 3 month.d[d youfnvo @CH2ST X-ray? 
O Ye.-Cbest o No -==’--l 
= (.) Did PU h MY (offw) khtd of X.w a! all dwims tfw past 3 months? Ig Yes n n. 
23 “’Y..,” put(s) of Mm 
fb)fwnfm.fdu bodylnsx-rwd? 
3k -T”.,, . 
(b) k“ mow N“,? No. of times 
I 
Tabl . X - FILL ONE LINE FOR EACH PART OF lfifOY ENTRY FROM QUESTIONS 2225 
:,rwmm.r Wkrc did ou mm w. *[S X.ds) ‘0,.-a U %otbrr in eel. If ‘ibd’; a.%c~Mtl u .01. (f_) .sk 
h-. tfm ‘%)? r&Mk.up w ~ .xoml”alkn et (0 ask5 % 2 
*1-s did YOU flew III= X.r.y. for Imamolln ‘ 
: gz g !mm 7$: -M* [ .(hec. Now molly �f 
j ~[ & 
I“g fL pa’t 
3 mnfhs? .33(C+ �tc.) ? Uvlo EC, h..+ 
m8nt? 
@ (b) (c) (d) (e) (0 (J) (h) 
11..tiI9l _ O Check-up/e.. miaxi.m 
1 m. cake — O Tze.mem 
Other _ m Both 
H..picd— n Cbechp/exsmin.tlm 
2 m. oNi.— o T:cumcm 
C4wr— u BMh 
f30.pw_ D Cluxk-uplex.mio.tics 
3 De. ONice— n Tmme.t 
: 
Put cd L& F.ltal, doctot s *.’.. . . X.,*,, For udwt cendlNon wus you b,lm. wnfdf 
Cxbet _ D B& 
%. D,kns dm Wt 12 manths III wdAchWMIF did th. fefal lmeam. of your firefly fall, ihm 1s, yd,, GOIIP No. C=UP No. 
---’% f=.? (910w W H) bIclods fncwo from afl sour-s, wchs. WWS, salwi.s, -t. 






1 able I . ILLNEbbE3. IMPASXMESSTS ASN3 INJURIES 
Did you f!,st ?oIIc.. . . To Did ;.. Nrst	 How IC.IQ Do o“ Abed IS1OI Ask & cmpletfn.q l.st .a.ditiort. ~,$$..
‘In.. you ,11Ii t.ak. how Mae .deys f= each person: ,, ,, 
lam t.alksd my In CO,. 
to m doctor mdlel”. ;;: (q-l) md 
.bmn. . . ? . du,ln$ .01. (e) PI*LI*. #2:l&” gf .Yes 
I?.mr.anl ;h; pad is check- look 01 m .01.— 
the+ th. cd, .sk: fhls cord ‘3- in [Sk,., [&f#o:= doctor .*I3! a, y_dL,sad COI. (,)— 
How MOlly F+..=ib ho . . . . How m.. 
m which? 1 
days dld h-- %%%Jr.d. 
cd for..? ;5T: of Ih.s. 




ye” (ml 13* for 
~oy, 
Thm toll of -Y

werk lost 3 *CM..,,) or, follow ~.* ., 
~	 w.,. 






w.ok ci meat n?. N.., k., 
k.dom? ho LX eac 
w..? :~:.y ;:*g: K. codi­
+	 tica 
.afh,al!b. :;:”;?” mmd) 
I I I I I I I I 
SL L 
— Day. -k 
Q&% 
Told. 11. ffliSPITAl f7AT1tWb S211R1MC PAST 17 UIU.2TMS 
For ccmpleted hosPlmlfzmcica* (“No!) in Cd. f3] of P,SOM 6 YCUS old sad Whnt 1s dm nom. mid address cd th. ho@+al you W.,. 10? 
c.v,rwho.bow �mq,,,”,ion,asmc:ng of. fracmxe, W. delivea yinCd.. (h)or(i), 
Hew mmy nlphls W.,. Aft., MI M th. ho,. If ‘%N1 .n&t in (k} 
.“ 1“ h hewdt.al, b..	 PWOI,L w mmy dsys (Enter nuue, city .cd *u.; if city II* known, enter county) 
w., w b.fo,. YMI How Img h.. wbeen 
k $:MY%V;*”	 rmrrmd fo your .s..1 sin.. you left th. 
O.IIVIW.* full.llnl.? h.q.ltel? 
o) (k) (1) (m) 
No. of rJghts_ No. d dny, R%::::% 
D Still tumble day— Month= 
No. of r.i’ht,_ No. of dmys— P%%:;% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
D StiU unable _ Days_Momb,: 
No, of nfghts_ No. of d,ys _ F.%:::g 
m MU nmblc — D.vs~ .nth.: 
X-RAY WESTIONS 
24.	 (m) Dud. *h. �t 3 months, dld any... In *h. fmdly hov. my X-rays for *h. tr.olmmt of 
. ..”%,,0”! 
If “Y,*,** 
(b) Whm part of the body WOS tr.afd? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
(.) W.. this Incl.d.d 1. th. X-ray(s) you teld MOchow M-? 
d Yes m No m Yes m No 
25, (e) Dld my... III lh. fm41y hnv. a Nuoroscop. durl.g th. past 3 months? n Yes O No D Ye. n No 
Part(s) of bc+ Pa+) of bcdm 
If “Y..,” 
(b) What port of the body was this fer? 
(c) Was this In.ludad In th. X-my(s) y.. told m. about b.for.? . . . . . . . . . ----------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.— n Yes ._ ONO a Y.* 0 No 
Tahlo X - FILL ,ONE LINE FOR EACH PART OF BOOY ENTRY FROkf QUESTIONS 3225 
A.k for �sch person with 2 m mm lime. h T.bfc X FOOTNOTES 
(Ask sftm all X-my, fUV. ken recorded tbrim.qb ..1s. (,)-(h) .f Table X foc ,Pmson) 
W­
ff .,ye,
any of lhos.. . . X.mys yow fold m+ abaof Mkcm .t dm sm. flmdf 
,, 
Wldch $.,r,”s “W. fh.,.? (1) 
Enter lnfoi-nmlca below for X-raYa tskea 81 same tire:
;S!%) +=’+ 
Pm(s) of Ludfi No. ~ Pmfs) of bc+ No. 
I 
I Pm(.) cd bcd~ No.	 ; Pm(s) cd bodfi No. 
1 
, 
Pm(s) d hcdy: No. ~ Pm(a) of kdfi No. 
+	 I 
! 
GrouP No. GmuP No. GmTTPNo. Grc.uP No. 
I I I I 
33 
I 
dTabb A - (Accidimtsh@d.S) 
~mNo. 1. When dld fh. a.ddont hew..? 2. At fb M- -f fh. accldo.t, whaf PM of Am body was bud? What kl.d 4 hlwy was [t? 
Anyfblng .1s.? 
Table 1 
Y.u, Put(s) of bad, 
K:ad of ioj~(.) 






(0. ,. q. a) 
S. (.) W.. a m, !+ucb, bus w mfm M.* vebiel. Imvdv.d 1.h accldmw in any way? u Y,. n No (0. t. S.etlen B> 
(.) W.. It (*III=, -.) m.vl. o.+ ~. tl~? m Yes a No (0. t. S..:]- n) 
(b) W.= mam Am M. mom, whlcl. i.v+ed? a Ye, (m- dmn CA m No 
2. m ~tting in .x cat 
I. Wom you wfsldo #t@ vohlcl., gofffng In w auf �f If, a PESS..SOC 0? W-. you lb drlvor? 1.0 hide 
fag;,s..tlo. 
4.0 Dfi-
SecfIeII A . (Mofor V.hicl. A..ld.nts) .%cfion B. (Nom.Mmw Vehicle Acci&nts) 
If *’out#id**. in q. 4, ask 7. New dld lb. cccld.nt h.w.n? 
3. (a) How did !h. accldonf happen? 
Al. � lmr imjmcy iar.al.it.g an unccutc.lled ffm u expl.mim 
1.0 Acckknc ktween mxa mhicfe and pu.m Adfns 2. � day Ww involving the Aischuge of. ficcsrm 
ca bi~cle, in strytcar, on mifrmd train, m hm.e-
dmwm .ebZcl. 3.0 AaY lniuy from - ucideat i.v.l.ins . .--mu- vebiile in maica (stre.tcw, mlkad 
ttmin, d@ae, hcq bicycle, horse+awn .,F,cI,) 
2.0 ACCidCCK~~e=. m== yefil= ..d 
“., .. fkii, rmnafmg, a St.ndims 
~r.~ =h. 
B.4. ~ Ax., iaj!xy ..med b, mdiri.ty (belt - � tim drive.) wbif. i. .wr.cim 
3. U Otb.r (SP.. II, h.- I*. . ..M... h..mp.m.a 
(*p.ofI, kl”d of zu.hln.rr) 
5. n Any i.jmy caused by �dge m pint of knife, .cis.ot., nsil cc wket ctxtf IIs m 
pi.,.i.~ ~pl.=., 
(b) ~EI klndld of MO** -hlclo was 1.w.Iw.49 6.0 AIIY i.br .~..~ by f=.tim b+ i. em wi.dpi~. = MbCZ_ifi..* 
1.0- 2. El T~ 3.0 B.= 7. m Av~iv -~ b .fi.l = ~=t 
4. i=l Truck $. El M-+. 6. u other (SP+CUY> 8. n AmT fajw caused by P&scams subcmmce swallowed (Sp..lf, ..b.t.m..) 
C,9. O Fell m .mirs w stepc m fmm a height 
10. n AN cahex f.lfs 
L1. n Bumped km. object w F.- (cover. .11 collision. herwcem persca. Lacl.dint .crikh&, 
~ . !&ttiat *m~ ~t,t ! tp”,eng,tl. _ llDcirti,l, in q. 4, .Sk p~=hkt, kicking, etc.) 
4.€(m) H*w did IIW acctdont happ+n? 12. � Zmuckby rmvinsck+ct (include ckjects b.ld i. own had .a bard of other per..., .Iao 
f.lliq, flying, s thrown object.) 
1.0 ACJC$C~L’wM=.I’-= .- .-f -h~l- CM 
13.€ a Hsndli.g cr stepping m .hs& m rough object. sncb 8s maws, splfmez., bt~.a 
‘1..s, K.pr,uc. 
2.€n Acc~..I !MW=- W= =~cla ~ =- ~“= 
object on ,md”, s4. i=I ti~bc km, ticked w crushed buw.em two mrnind cbiects cc betweens �wins M6 a 
.ucionq ebject 
(sP,.NY .6J..I3 
1S. a Gme h comma with hcn objecc m nb.unce m ape. ffuu. 
3. u Mot= =bfcle c- to sudden stop M rmd~ 
16. D one-time liftii w tiher cac-dme exertim 
4.0 MOW -e~=l= ~ .ff C~W.Y 
17. I__JTwiBciu’, smmbfisg, etc. 
5.€a Dtber (SPO.MY h.- :h. .$=rd..t h.m.n.dk 
D.18. = Dcber (sP..lfr how .c.id..t h.pp.n.d) 
� Ace. M IM6WSY 
O Ace. .X ca rc.sd!ray 
(b)€ WII@ kind �f mole, mhlcf. W_ you 1“ (f+oillng l“) (ootffng 
EUI .0 wh.n th. aecldmt hoppomd? 
1.0 ~r 2. Cl T-i 3.0 B.. 
4.0 Tmck ~. O M~@e 6. lg ocher fsF... If,) 
ASK FOR ALL ACCIDENTS 
8. (a) WbcIedid h ac.ldm! hc.wn. -.t how at SWMathorP!OCO? 
1. D At bm. (inside h-e) 2. n At home(mdj.teat P,.ti. C.) i-J SameCthct pl.ce 
23 %C.me C&r pl’ce:’ ask 
(b) R%@)bln.d A pk. w.’ It? 
3.0 ===, =d tihw=J (Ac1=f== t~d~.r) 6.0 SCh..I (iahdes schooI pmi.e.) 
4.0 FUM 7. u F!== of recce.tion ad ‘pmt., except u ..h.ol 
5. Cl Iduui.1 place (incIndes Feds..) 8. n ~k (SP.C II. (h. M... “h.,. . ..ld.”t h.m.n.d, 
9. We. you@ wwb uf yew [ok c+ b..ln.ss whrn fh* oeeld.m bappo..d? 
1. � Yes 2.0 NO 3. D While ia Ar=d tit... 4. 1=1 Under 17 at time of sccidem! 
FOOTNOTES AND COMMENTS 
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3A 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
Check List of Chronic Conditions 
Durd C 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
For:





1. Not able to work at afl. 
2.	 Able m wcxk but limittd in amount 
of work or kind of wak. 
3.	 Able to work but Iimitedin kind m amoun 
of other activities. 
L Not Zimited in any of these ways. 
Card D 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
For: Housewife 
1. Not abIe to keep house at all. 
2.	 Able to keep house hut limited in amount 
or kind of housework. 
3.	 Able to keep house but Iimited in kind or 
amount of other activities. 
4. Not limited in any of these ways. 
hrd E 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
‘0 r:

%fIdren from 6 through 16 years old

. Not able to go to school at all. 
!. Able to go to school but limited tocertai] 
types of schools cc in school attendance 
1. Able to go to school but limited in other 
activities. 
L Not limited in any of these ways. 
;ard F 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
or: Children under 6 years old 
. Not able to take part at all in ordinary 
play with other children. 
!. Able to play with other children but 
limited in amount or kind & play. 
1. Not limited in any of these ways 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
1.	 Cnnfined to the house all the time, 
except in emergencies. 
2.	 Able to go outside but need the help of 
another person in getting around outsid! 
3.	 Able to EO outside alone but have tmubl, 
~ ge~ng arOund ~*lY. 
4. Not limited in any of these ways. 
Card H 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
Family income during past 12 months 
Group 1. Under $5OO (Including loss) 
Group 2. $500- 099 
Group 3. $1,000- $1,999 
Group 4. $2,000- $2,999 
Group 5. $3,000- $3,999 
Group 6. $4,000- $4,999 
Group 7. $5,000- S6,999 
Group 8. $7,00Q- $9,999 




4. Reyatcd attacks ofsinus trouble 
5. Rheumatic fever 
6. Hardening of the arteties 
7. High blood PKSSUIC 
8. Heart ttouble 
9.	 Stroke

O. Trouble with varicose veins





3. Tumor, cyst or growth






16.	 AnY other chronic stomach 
trouble 
17.	 Kidnev stones or chronic 
kidney trouble 
18. Arthritis or rheumatism 
19. Mental illness 
20. Diabetes 
21. Thyroid trouble or goiter 
22. Any alfergy 
23. Epilepsy 
24. Cbtonic nervous trouble 
25. Cancer 
26. Chronic skin trouble 
27. Hernia or rupture 
28. Pros-te trouble 
NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY 
Check List of Selected Impairments 
1. Dcat%ess or serious trouble with hearing 
2. Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing glasses 
3. cleft pafate 
4. Any speech defect 
5. Missing fingers, band, or arm --- toes, foot, or leg 
6.	 Palsy . 
7. Paralysis of any kind 
8. Repeated mouble with back or spine 
9. Club foot 
O. permanent stiffness or any deformity of the foot, leg, fingers, arm oztacl 
1. Any condition present sin’ce birth 
— 
OUTLINE OF REPORT SERIES Pod VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS 
Public Health Servioe Publication No. 1000 
SEUIES 1-4. GENERAL SER2ES. Pmgrem descriptions, �ethodological research, snd amlytical studies of vital and health statistics. 
Earlier repnrtd of tils kind have eppeared in “Vital Statistics-Special Reports” end in “Heeltb Stdistios from tie Ndkrml Health Survey,’~ S­
ries A end D, PHS Publication No. 5S4. 
series 1: Programs �nd eolleotion pm eedures.-RepnrtE which describa the geneml pmgrsms of the National Center for Health Statistics nnd 
its offices end divisions, data ocdleetion methods used, definitions, and other material neeessary for understanding of the teohni: 
cal characteristics of published data. 
Series 2: Data evaluation and methodsresemeh.-Studies of new statistical metbndnlogy inoludlng experimental @s& of new survey meth­
ods, studies of vital trt@i6ticu mllestion methods, new mralytiosl taehniques, objeetive evaluations of reliability of nollectad datq 
contributions to StStiStiCd tbeery. 
Series .S: Analytical Stadies.-Tbis series ,eomprises reperte presenting analytical or inteqretive studies based on vital and health statistics. 
Series 4 Documents nd eoremittee reports.+in~ reports of major enmmittaes concerned with vital snd health statistics and dncumenta 
such art recommended mndel vital registration laws �nd revi rred bkth and dedr certificates. 
SERIES 10-12. DATA FROM TRE NATIONAL HEALTB SURVEY 
Emrlier repnrte of ,tbe kind appeering in Series 10 bnve been issued ES “Health Statistics fmm the National Realth Suwey, ‘g Seriee B and C, 
PHS Publication No. 684. 
Series 10:	 Si8tistics on illness, acoidentml injuries, disability, use of hospital, medical, dental, end other services, and other bealtb-related 
topics, based on data collected in the continuing National Health Interview Survey. 
Series 11: Data from the Health Exuninrttion Survey beeed rrn the direct examination, testing, and meseurenrent of �ational samples of the 
population of the United States, including the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases, and distributions of the popula. 
tion with rrrepeet to verious physical and physiological meaaurementa. 
Series 12: Data frnm the Health Recnrds Survey relating to the health cher.acteristics of persons in institutions, and cm hospital, medical 
nursing, ~d persnrml care reeeived, based on national eamples of establishments providing these services and ssmples of the res­
idents of patienta, or of recnrds of the establishments. 
SERIES 20-28. DATA FROM TRE NATIONAL VITAL STATISTICS SYSTEM 
Earlier reports of this kind have been issued in 1‘Vital Statistics-special Repnrts. ”. 
S&es 20:	 Various rqrrrrta on mertality, tabulations by ormre of destbj-age, etc., time series of rates, data for gengrapbic areas, Statas, 
cities, etc.+tber thmn as included in annual or monthly reports. 
Series 21: Dets on rmtelity such as birth by age nf �other, birth order, geogrepbic areas, States, cities, time series of rates, etc.-compila­
tions of data not included in tbe reguler annual volumes nr mrmtbly repnrta. 
Series 22: Data on merrkga and divorce by verious demogrepbic factmrr, geographic areas, etc.-other than that included in annuel or month­
ly reperte. 
Series %8: Data from the prugmm of sample surveys relabd to vital reeords. Tbe subjects being covered in these surveys are varied includ­
ing topics such as mortality by socioeconomic claeses, hospitalization in the last year of life, X-ray expmure during pregnancy, 
etc. 
Cataiog Card 
U.S. National Center for Health Statistics 
Impairments due to injnry by class and type of accident, United States, July 1959. 
June 1961. Statistics on the average prevalence of impairments due to injury, by age, 
type of impairment, and class and type of sccident causing the injury. Based on data 
collected in household intervimvs during the period July 1959-June 1961. Washin@m, 
U.S. Department of Heefth, Education, and Welfare. Public Health Service, 1964. 
I 35p. diagrs., tables. 27cm. (IIS Vital aud Health Statistics, Series 10, no. 6) U.S. public Health Service. Publication no. 1000, Series 10, no 6 I 
1,	 Accidents -U.S. :St~istics. 2“. Personal injuries - u.S. - Statistics. 1. Tide. 
(Series. Series: U.S. Public Health Service. Publication no. 1000, Ser. 10, 
no. 6) II 
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